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Clement Hurd redrew some of his pictures for this new edition of the profoundly comforting story of

a bunny's imaginary game of hide-and-seek and the lovingly steadfast mother who finds him every

time.
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Creepy? I wonder about people who use the word 'creepy' when something is far less than

'creepy'.Too many reviewers presenting bad reviews pretend they have a great understanding of

the child psyche or literature - or both. One reviewer goes so far as to suggest that it is wrong to

associate non-rabbit traits, such as swimming, to a rabbit. If you are one of these reviewers, find

something more useful to do with your time. Another reviewer suggests that the book is teaching

children to runaway in the grocery store.The book is actually a simplified and child-oriented version

of Voltaire's Candide, where after travelling the world looking for personal freedom and adventure

and a more interesting place to live, Candide ends up back at his old home by his OWN free will to

tend his garden, having survived all other misadventures.Although I don't find the book remarkable,

it is guilty of none of the overstated negative traits -- even if the overprotective Parent who fears a

book with a message of an "overprotective Parent" may see it this way.Yes, the subject is running

away - it is the title of the book.And yes, almost all children at almost any age entertain the idea at



least once. And many parents fear the child's thought almost as much as the unlikely juvenile act

itself.The mother does NOT always chase down the little bunny. Sometimes she places herself in a

position of passive access or support, at the expense of her own freedom. This is natural for a

parent. And the mother is not forcing her will on the child or breaking the will of a child - the book

clearly illustrates that the bunny has come to his own decision to stay at his home, even if the

rationale is unclear.
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